
FOOTBALL  
LENGTH OF GAME  
Pocket Sports Football is a two-player dice rolling game that features two International teams playing a 
friendly match. Flip a coin to determine who kicks off. Play starts in midfield - the attacking player rolls 
the YELLOW MIDFIELD (M) die to start the game. 

Use a pen & paper to record any shots on your goal OR saves made by your keeper. Once either team‘s 
track reaches 5, the first half ends. Reset and continue with the second half.

The match will finish after a further combination of 5 shots/saves have occurred at either end of the 
pitch. The team with the most goals at this point will be declared the winner.

The attacking player will control six dice. There are 4 dice representing different positions on the field, 1 
for Shots on goal and 1 for Highlights (free kicks, crosses & corners).

Defence (D)       Midfield (M)         Wing (W)           Forward (F)         Shoot (S)           Highlights (H)

The defending player will control two dice: 1 die for the Goalie and 1 for Tackles.

  Goalie (G)             Tackle (T)

PASSING THE BALL
Most of the game will see the attacking player rolling his positional dice to move the ball around the 
pitch. On each die face there is an action (PASS/CROSS/SHOOT) and/or a field position (Defence, 
Midfield, Wing or Forward) that indicates where the ball is heading to next.

Whenever the ball is passed, simply roll again using the receiving position die.

WINNING POSSESSION
The 4 positional dice feature a chance for the defending player to ‘Tackle’ by rolling the WHITE die to try 
and take possession of the ball. This is your choice...tackling may bring unwanted results! You can also 
opt to simply allow the attacker to play on and roll again.

TACKLING
- Pressure (T)/Good tackle (T): both result in the defender winning possession. He will take control of the 
ball in the area of the pitch where the tackle was won.
- Play On: the attacking player will roll the same positional die again.
- Yellow card/Foul: the tackle has been too aggressive and a FREE KICK is awarded.

Just think of field position logically. Any TURNOVER (T) results in possession being lost in your current 
position:
If your Forward loses possession, the opposing team’s Defence will gain possession and vice versa. 
If you lose possession on the Wing, your opponent continues with his own Winger.
If your Midfielder loses possession, your opponent will likewise take over in midfield.
If your Goalie makes a Save, your Defence will restart play.
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HIGHLIGHTS (FREE KICKS/CROSSES/CORNER KICKS). There are 3 possible results from this die:
- Short Ball > F: roll the GREEN FORWARD die.
- The kick is Taken by the Keeper. His team will then start play again with their RED DEFENCE die.
- Volley/Bicycle Kick: both are shots on goal and the BLUE SHOOT die will be rolled. 
- Header: the keeper is challenged and must roll the BLACK GOALIE die.

TAKING FREE KICKS (FK) WITH YOUR FORWARD - Bend it like... what’s his name?
Should your Forward be awarded a FREE KICK, you may either use the BROWN HIGHLIGHTS die or the 
BLUE SHOOT die, as the player is within range of goal. The choice is yours.

SHOOTING: the attacking player rolls the BLUE SHOOT die for any shot on goal (S) from open play.
- Rebound: the shot has been deflected but is still in play - the SHOOT die is rolled again.
- Saved/Wide/Over the Bar: all result in a turnover in possession. Play starts again with the RED die.
- GOAL!: a cracker of a shot has ploughed into the back of net. Celebrate the best you can!
- Good Strike: you’ve connected...now it’s down to your opponent’s Goalie! 
- Inside the area!*: sublime skill has got you into the best position for a shot. Can the Goalie do his bit?
*See Penalty

SET PLAYS: On two faces of the Forward die is a star. There is a corresponding star on both the Midfield 
and Wing die. This is a secondary result only activated after the Forward rolls his SET PLAY pass. When 
either of these combinations (FORWARD > MID or FORWARD > WING) are rolled, you will count the shot 
as a direct strike (G) on goal, causing your opponent to defend with his GOALIE DIE.

GOALIE: The defending player will roll the BLACK DIE whenever the letter (G) appears on the attacking 
position dice, to try and keep a clean sheet.
- Tipped away: a corner kick has been awarded
-  What a save!/Brilliant save!/Easy save (T) - the goalie has done his job and the manager is happy. Start 
play again with your Defence.
- GOAL!: Have at it son! It’s in the back of the net! Shirt off and lap around the room!

*PENALTY 
A Forward getting Inside the Area presents a dilemma for the defence, who may attempt either to tackle 
him with the WHITE die or try to save his crack on goal with the BLACK GOALIE die. If a CARD is shown or 
a FOUL is committed inside the area, an immediate PENALTY is awarded to the attacking player!

Two sides of the BLACK die feature the words ‘PEN GOAL!’. Whenever a PENALTY KICK is taken, these are 
counted along with the two 'GOAL!' faces to give an increased 2 in 3 chance of scoring from the spot - if 
any of these four sides are rolled, the PENALTY has gone in!

YELLOW CARDS 
If your team has been issued two Yellow Cards during the game, a Red Card is deemed to have been 
shown and no further tackles can be made for the remainder of the game!

EXTRA TIME
A match tied at full time can be settled by playing Extra Time (2 shorter halves lasting two shots or saves 
each). 

PENALTY SHOOT OUT 
A Penalty Shoot Out can be used to resolve a match still tied after Extra Time. Simply allow five shots on 
goal (take turns rolling the BLACK GOALIE die) from each player.
 
You’re encouraged to add commentary for tension and excitement during games, so make sure you have 
your best calling voice primed and ready!


